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 The draft plan reads as a glossy promotions rather than a document to inform the 

public. Sweeping statements such as “creating great place” are not supported by any 

detail. This was a weakness with the draft Urban renewal Strategy for 

Sydenham-Bankstown . We want planning that is in touch with local communities and 

what they see as “great”.   

 Many communities, such as Hurlstone Park, feel they are already living in a great place, 

and high-rise development would be inappropriate. We do not want an ongoing 

situation where developers and investors to continue to reap monetary benefits to the 

detriment of communities. 

 There is scant detail on how heritage will be protected. Morris Iemma, the South 

District Commissioner, has stated, on the record, that Hursltone Park is a unique area 

that should not be subject to intense development. The community is awaiting the 

second stage of the Hurlstone Park heritage assessment. It will be important that 

development controls are robust to not only prevent destruction of heritage buildings, 

but to avoid diluting the heritage appeal of streetscapes and neighbourhoods. 

 The plan is lacking in the integrity required to restore some community confidence to 

planning. There is little explanation of the many negative consequences of increased 

growth in the area and costings/business cases of major projects such as the Metro 

have not been released which reduces public trust in the planning process.  

 Housing target increases are too high and not supported by detail of providing 

infrastructure to meet increased demand. The Canterbury area has already been 

subject to intense development. 

 The Canterbury area is already ahead of target with new dwellings and the 

Sydenham-Bankstown corridor is already one of the most densely populated in Sydney.  

 Housing targets should be down-graded, especially in the Canterbury area, to ensure 

the suburbs remain great places to live. A more balanced approached, with more even 

development across Sydney, and in rural NSW, is required.  

 Housing targets are linked to the proposed Metro, and there is fierce community 

opposition to this proposal. The Metro will also lead to compulsory acquisitions along 

the line, and the process of such acquisitions for the West Connex was handled poorly.  

 The Metro should stop at Sydenham. The existing heavy rail line, with its heritage 

stations and double-decker trains, should not be replaced at great expense to the public, 

and it should not be privately operated.   



 While A Plan for Growing Sydney includes an integrated transport system, is t is 

concerning that the planned Sydenham-Bankstown Metro does not connect with the 

existing rail network. It appears it will also result a loss of stops at Erskineville, St Peters 

and Redfern, which are some of the most heavily used stations along the line. It appears, 

paradoxically, that the Metro is aimed at cutting connections with the existing public 

transport system.  

 The Draft Medium Density Housing code is another mechanism for removing 

community consultation in local development and is not supported. Local planning  

controls should be retained and, in fact, made more robust by , for example, 

strengthening rules around demolition of possible heritage homes by developers (i.e 

review demolition clause in LEP), and ensuring developers declare ANY conflict of 

interest, such as having any links to council or planning bodies.  

 Offering a range of housing options is a positive concept, particularly in suburbs of high 

heritage value such as Hursltone Park. Town houses are an appropriate option, high-rise 

units are not.  

 Addressing the issues of affordable housing is paramount, but the plan offers scant 

details. It is important that housing is not just viewed as a land-use and bricks-and 

-mortar issue. An example is the concept of New generation Boarding Houses - it is 

inappropriate that applicants are not required to conduct feasibility studies to ensure 

vulnerable residents have access to the support networks they would require.   

 A “change in industry perceptions” as envisaged by the Liveability Priorities of the plan 

is welcomed. It is hoped that this includes developers accepting more narrow profit 

margins, giving back to the community, and consulting with the community at the 

outset. The balance of power has rested with developers for too long. Especially in 

areas like Hurlstone park, full of heritage homes a street-scapes, a developer should be 

required to prove the worth of their development to the community, rather than the 

community being forced to react to poor development proposals. 

 Developers must be mandated to contribute to local infrastructure, and provide a fair 

percentage of housing that is affordable for both rentals and owner-occupiers.  

 The sustainability section does not suitably address the loss of green space along-side 

housing targets. It also does not address ensuring green spaces are incorporated into 

developments to allow for light, leisure clothes drying and the like. 

 

Additional Notes 

Implementation and monitoring actions  

IM1: Align land use planning and infrastructure planning  

Local government needs to be included in the planning and local communities need to have 

their say. There is strong community opposition to the Sydenham-Bankstown metro.  



IM2: Develop a framework to monitor growth and change in Greater Sydney  

Need to involve the local community. 

IM3: Develop an interactive information hub – the Greater Sydney Dashboard  

This is lip service. To restore public trust the government needs to operate with integrity and 

transparency. Developers and financiers should be banned from public office.  

IM4: Report on local planning(the outcome being “Improve the understanding of the 

effectiveness of District Plans in delivering on the stated priorities and actions “) 

The outcome should be to improve the effectiveness & outcome of the district plans by 

liaising with local government & communities and not to be bullied into accepting the 

district plans. 

Productivity priorities and actions  

P1: Coordinate planning and infrastructure delivery to grow the Kogarah health and 

education super precinct 

The community is sick of public money and land being used to benefit large corporations. 

Has the community of Kogarah been consulted? Where is the money coming from? 

P3: Develop better understanding of the value and operation of employment and urban 

services land  

An increase in employment would be great. How will this be achieved? 

Livability actions and priorities 

The proposed priorities and actions for a livable South District respond to investments such 

as the conversion of the rail line to Sydney Metro services and the resultant opportunities to 

renew stations and the local areas around them. This will provide opportunities to create 

new types of housing, close to public transport, providing greater choice for residents. The 

District’s multicultural spirit, public events and its variety of places will be protected.  

L1: Prepare local housing strategies - the desired outcome is “Increase in diversity of housing 

choice “.  

What are the targets for Hurlstone Park/Canterbury? 

It is important that local communities have a say in local development and planning. Any 

applicant that has an affiliation with local council should have to make a declaration of that 

affiliation 

A review of the demolition clause in the standard instrument LEP, so that homes and 

structures with potential heritage value can be protected. 

L2: Identify the opportunities to create the capacity to deliver 20-year strategic housing 

supply targets  



The housing targets are unacceptable. The Canterbury area has already been subjected to 

increased and inappropriate development. Canterbury Rd is already suffering major 

congestion.  

Again, it appears that housing target along the Canterbury-Bankstown line are linked to the 

planned Metro which is fiercely opposed.  

According to the department of Planning, the Sydenham-Bankstown corridor is already “one 

of Sydney’s most densely populated and ethnically diverse regions.” 

L3: Councils to increase housing capacity across the District  

Already there is an increase in housing capacity with little consideration given to heritage 

values. This should be taken into consideration as should the maintaining of green spaces. 

L4: Encourage housing diversity  

The concept is feasible provided there is less high rise and heritage preservation is given 

consideration. Diversity should not dilute planning controls or community participation. 

L5: Independently assess need and viability  (to “Increase in affordable rental housing”) 

Will this be assessed using more private consultants? The local community and community 

based stakeholders need to be involved. Planning guidelines ignore the social impact of 

some developments. 

L6: Support councils to achieve additional affordable housing  

Developers reap the rewards when areas are up zoned and public land is released. Here the 

onus should be placed on developers to accept lower profit margins. 

L7: Provide guidance on Affordable Rental Housing Targets  

There should be an onus on developers to quarantine a certain percentage of each 

development for social housing, for affordable housing, and for owner occupiers.  

L9: Coordinate infrastructure planning and delivery for growing communities (aiming for a 

“Change in industry perceptions “) 

This should included developers paying a significant levy towards local infrastructure, and 

reducing their profit margins for the good on the entire community.  

L10: Provide data and projections on population and dwellings for local government areas 

across Greater Sydney (to “Contribute to more informed infrastructure investment decisions, 

strategic planning and plan making “) 

It will be important that the GSC listens to experts who have pointed out deficiencies in 

planning in NSW to date. The community has rightly felt that the only truthful account of the 

Government’s plans have been those published in the papers, and in articles by experts such 

as Prof Elizabeth Farrelly.  



L11: Provide design-led planning to support high quality urban design 

Again, it will be important that local communities and councils have significant input here. It 

was disappointing at community workshops run by DPE that the worst case scenario was 

offered and suggestions were sought on how to minimise the impact. This was not 

consultative. 

L12: Develop guidelines for safe and healthy built environments  

Again, preserving current green spaces will be vital. Parks, reserves, golf courses and other 

green zones needs to be retained. 

L13: Conserve and enhance environmental heritage including District’s Aboriginal, European 

and natural  

In Hurlstone Park, incorporating the proposed Heritage Conservation areas, and protecting 

streetscapes in suburbs with significant heritage appeal will be important. A review of the 

demolition clause in council LEPs should aim to protect heritage-style buildings from hasty 

demolition.  

L14: Develop a South District sport and recreation participation strategy and sport and 

recreation facility plan 

This is a good idea and should incorporate protection of existing green zones. 

L15: Support planning for shared spaces  (to “Increase the provision of community facilities, 

including open space”).  

Local communities and local resident and business groups will need to be extensively 

consulted in this matter.  

L16: Support planning for school facilities  

The partners should also include local P & Cs who have valuable knowledge about 

demographics and needs 

L18: Support planning for emergency services  

Over preceding decades we have witnessed the closure of local ambulance and police 

stations. With increases in populations, this will need to be addressed. 

Sustainability priorities and actions  

S2: Update information on areas of high environmental value  

The Cook’s River and Greenway are areas to consider for special attention. 

S4: Develop support tools and methodologies for local open space planning  (for “Improved 

utilization of open space and increased provision of open space “) 



It will also be important maintain small pocket parks and green areas scattered throughout 

suburbs to provide relief, light and breathing space between buildings.  A story in the 

Canterbury-Bankstown Express in February 2016 advised that 16 reserves in the Bankstown 

area were at risk of being sold for development.  A story in the SMH 12 March 2017 about 

more than 70 green spaces in Sydney being at risk was very concerning. 

The State government was rightly criticised for destroying a unique environment at Wolli 

Creek for use as a storage site parking station for equipment for the similarly controversial 

Westconnex. 

Protection of existing green space and endangered habits should therefore be a priority. 

S6: Identify land for future waste reuse and recycling  

A good idea. 
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